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6 STEPS TO BUILDING A BETTER MINISTRY

VOLUNTEER CULTURE
You can’t do ministry without volunteers, but if you want volunteers to stick around, be fulfilled, and show up excited 
about contributing, you need to build a better volunteer culture. To build that kind of culture—a culture that attracts, 

retains, and support volunteers—here are six steps. Do them and volunteers will be asking you if they can serve!

1
GIVE THEM     

A PERSON 

Have you ever showed up to volunteer 
somewhere, but had no idea what 

you were supposed to do or who 
could help you when you got there? 
Every volunteer needs someone who 

will show them the way, but most 

research agrees even the best of 

us can only invest in 5-10 people at 
a time. If you can’t be that person 

for all of your volunteers, empower 

someone else to help you care for 

volunteers. They need someone!

2
GIVE THEM    

A MISSION 

Your volunteers need to know what 

to do and why it matters. Then they 

need to be reminded of it over and 

over and over again. Define their job 
description clearly so they always 
know what’s expected and needed. 
Your volunteers want to make a 

difference and do something that 

matters. Help them do that!

3
GIVE THEM A 

COMMUNITY 

One big reason many people 
volunteer is because of the 

friendships and camaraderie they 
gain by serving. We all want to belong, 

so build a culture where volunteers 

(not just students) can feel like they 

belong. Create space in trainings 
and events for connection and fun. 

Care about them beyond what they 

do for the ministry. It will fuel them in 

life and ministry.

4
GIVE THEM    

TOOLS

Your volunteers have pretty full lives 
outside of ministry, so part of your 
job is to make their job as easy as 

possible by giving them tools to 

help them get the job done. Create 
simple resources and systems 
that anticipate their needs, then 
give them to your team as needed 

throughout the year. The right tools 

will free them up to serve kids better.

5
GIVE THEM 

OWNERSHIP 

Once you’ve done everything else, 

get out of your volunteers’ way. 

Building a better culture means 

giving permission to innovate, be 
creative, and sometimes fail. You 

get buy-in when you empower your 

leaders to use their unique skills 

and gifts to make the ministry 

better, so empower them to own it. 
It’s not all about you—we’re better 

together.

6
GIVE THEM 

RECOGNITION 

Everyone wants to be appreciated 
for the work they do. Celebrating 

your volunteers can be challenging 

to remember to do regularly, but 

remember: they’re doing this for 

free! They don’t have to do this, but 

they want to. When you take time to 

publicly and privately thank them 

for their service, you build a better, 

healthier volunteer culture.

Need help investing in your volunteers? Get a complete annual volunteer strategy with Grow Curriculum!

http://growcurriculum.org

